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Report on Celebration & Valedictory of Constitution day and Constitution Year 

 

 Celebration  of  Constitution day Nov. 26, 2020. 
 Valedictory function of the year-long celebration on Constitution day & subsequent 

activities from Nov. 26, 2019 to Nov. 26, 2020.  
  

 

Celebration of Constitution day by ICAR-NBFGR, Lucknow under chairmanship of Dr. 

Kuldeep K. Lal, Director, ICAR-NFGR, Lucknow  with following activities: 

 

1. President of India program: It is  instructed to all  the Staff of  ICAR-NBFGR to 

join the Hon'ble President of India’s Preamble reading program  on 26.11.2020 

at 11.00 AM  from their office/locations through the Government of India portal: 

india.gov.in. (photo1)  

 

2.  Director, ICAR-NBFGR reading the  Preamble with the skilled supporting staff  

(SSS) in-person, in full compliance with covid-19 guidelines, on 26.11.2020 at 12.30 PM, 

during the HRD training program (Nov 26-28, 2020). (Photo2). 

3. Director, ICAR-NBFGR reading the Preamble with the staff of NBFGR HQ,  ARTU 

Chinhat, PMFGR, Kochi in a Zoom meeting  on 26.11.2020. (Photo3) 

 

4. Director, ICAR-NBFGR releasing the awareness- Manual on the Year-long 

celebration of constitution Day & subsequent activities during the period Nov, 26, 2019-

2020  to the HRD training staff. (Photo4). 

During the celebration and valedictory event organized on 26.11.2020, the following speakers 

expressed their opinions: 

The zoom meeting-program started with the welcoming of  Chairman Dr. Kuldeep K. Lal, 

Director, ICAR-NBFGR, Lucknow and the staff of  NBFGR HQ, ARTU chinhat and 

PMFGR Kochi by Dr. Achal Singh,  Principal scientist & Nodal HRD, and in his opening 

speech he highlighted the activities conducted during the year (Nov 26, 2019 - Nov 26, 2020) 

along with the  celebration of the Constitution day (26 November, 2019), with a brief 

mention of the documents that were released  ( a booklet form -hard copy for library and e-

book form for circulation)  for long remembrance of the events as well. Dr. Gaurav Rathore, 

HoD, FHME, mentioned that keywords in the Preamble, namely  Justice, Liberty, Equality 

and Fraternity have spatial reference and needs to be incorporated in act and in principle by 

the staff for the  welfare of the system. Dr. Vindhya Mohindra, HoD, FCD, highlighted that 

equality in pay and work is the need of the hour, for both the staff and the society. She also 

appreciated the efforts of the Director & the HRD cell from ADG, HRM for successfully 

reaching the target of 100% staff-trainings, and mentioned what a big achievement this was 

as well. Dr. Vasudeo Kushwaha, Principal Scientist, threw light on the composition of the  

Indian constitution, and appreciated the visionary approach of the constituent assembly in 

crafting such an elaborate document.Dr. Sharad Kumar Singh, from ARTU Chinhat, 

expressed his views on the constitution provision and appreciated the efforts that went in the 

making of the e-manual. The SIC PMFGR, Dr. TT, Ajith Kr followed suit, and also 

expressed his views on the fundamental duties.Dr. K.D. Joshi, Principal Scientist & 

chairman, PME cell, mentioned that only with the remembrance of the fundamental duties 

can the campaign "Hum Sudharenge, Yug Sudharenga" be made a success.  Dr. T. 

Rajaswaminathan, Principal scientist, PMFGR, Kochi, asserted that we must respect both the 
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constitution and the nation if we want to grow .  In his presidential lecture,  Dr. Kuldeep K. 

Lal, director, ICAR-NBFGR, Lucknow reminded all those present to inculcate discipline, 

follow guidelines, wear a mask whenever we step out, respect the law of the land and not 

damage national property. He added that  misinterpretation should also be avoided, rules 

followed, and fundamental duties practiced, to ensure welfare. He then appreciated the efforts 

of the scientists in the management and coordination of the events, and mentioned that for 

them to continue to publish scientific papers even in a time of such uncertainty is truly a big 

achievement.. The program ended with a vote of thanks by  Dr. Achal Singh, Nodal HRD, in 

which he expressed thanks to  the competent authority for both their ideas & guidance, the 

HoD Incharges for their visionary support, and other staff  for their participation in the year-

long Constitution day celebrations. The zoom celebration meeting end with vote of thanks by 

coordinator,  Dr. Achal Singh, Principal Scientist & Nodal. 

 
Photo1: President of India reading Preamble on 

26.11.2020 
Photo2. Dr. Kuldeep  K. Lal, Director, ICAR-

NBFGR reading Preamble with skilled supporting 

staff (during the HRD training) on 26.11.2020  

while following Covid-norms. 

 

 

Photo3. Dr. Kuldeep  K. Lal, Director, ICAR-

NBFGR  reading Preamble with the staff of 

NBFGR HQ,  ARTU chinhat, PMFGR, Kochi 

in Zoom meeting. 

Photo4. Dr. Kuldeep  K. Lal, Director, ICAR-

NBFGR releasing an Awareness- Manual on 

the Year-long celebrations of Constitution Day 

and subsequent activities during the period 

Nov, 26, 2019-2020 with  HRD training staff 
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Valedictory function 
 

Dr. Kuldeep  K. Lal, Director, ICAR-NBFGR, Lucknow released an e-Manual titled " 

Celebration of Constitution Day & Program over year for Awareness Campaign on 

Fundamental Duties during period Nov 26, 2019 to Nov 26, 2020"  in the Zoom meeting of 

all the staff, NBFGr HQ, ARTU Chinhat, PMFGR Kochi (Photo1-4) on the celebrations 

conducted during the year 2019-2020 on account of Constitution Day. 

 

e-book release: Step1 e-book release: Step2 

 

 

e-book release: Step3 e-book released: Step4 

 

 

 

 

Year-long celebration on the Constitution at 

Lakshadweep, organised by PMFGR centre of 

NBFGR, Lucjknow. 

Constitution day celebrations with 

students at NBFGR, Lucknow. 
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